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Voice Hardware

Key Points to Look For:

Ergonomics
Is it comfortable to wear (size,
weight, awkward connectors 
or cables)?

Designed for Body Proximity
Does it conform to any body
proximity RF Emission standards?

Connector Safety/Durability
Check connection/disconnection
life (should be 30,000+ cycles) and
are they ‘snap off’ or ‘quick release’.

Battery Life
Does it cover a single shift in both
ambient and frozen environments?

Temperature Durability
Is it rated as freezer spec 
(-20°C to -30°C)

Durability
IP rating.
Drop test.

Good Audio Output/Input
High quality headset, noise
cancelling microphone?

Electronic Noise
Audio electronics designed for 
no electronic noise impact.

Technical suitability should be the main driver when selecting voice hardware. 
Cheaper solutions may compromise payback by impacting on usability and alienating 
the workforce.

An update on non-dedicated hardware 
for voice applications.
The biggest change in the
voice hardware market since
the initial development of
dedicated voice units has been
the advent of voice on handheld
devices. Having seen the
potential for using voice in their
traditional markets, many 
RF terminal manufacturers are
now offering voice as an option.

While voice applications based on
handheld RF units undoubtedly have
their place, the questions any potential
purchaser should ask are: “Has it 
been specifically designed for my
requirement?” and “Does it maximise
the benefit I might get from using the
technology?”. 

One of the main issues with voice on
handhelds is that such devices were not
designed for voice and therefore do not
necessarily have the audio capability to
handle good voice recognition or audio
output in noisy environments.

We at Chess are a little surprised at the
number of vendors now offering voice
on handhelds. We are curious to know
how much testing of the audio and
recognition capabilities has actually
taken place in a real environment. In our
view this has the potential of generating
a lot of mis-information in the market
and may lead companies into making
flawed purchasing decisions that will
give 'voice' a bad name.

This fact sheet brings together some of
the key points a buyer should consider
when sourcing RF based voice
equipment for the logistics market.
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Ergonomics
Handheld devices tend to be larger and
more cumbersome than the dedicated
devices (e.g. Talkman T2/T5) and
therefore may have comfort issues
especially if worn on a belt for a full shift.
• Size
• Weight
• Awkward connectors and /or cables

RF Emission Safety
The dedicated devices have been rated
specifically for safe absorption rates 
(FCC 95) as with mobile phones and
many other body proximity radio emitting
devices. Absence of such standards
does not mean the equipment is unsafe,
but it is something an employer
considering using such devices should
really pursue with the hardware supplier
for health and safety reasons.

Designed for Body Proximity
Dedicated devices have been designed
specifically to be worn on the body.
Being made up of a high percentage of
water, the human body is very good at
absorbing radio emissions. Equipment
not designed with this in mind may suffer
from coverage issues.

Connectors
Handheld devices tend to use standard
1/8" audio jack connectors for connecting
headsets/microphones. These are not
especially robust (only rated typically for
8000 connections/disconnections) which
in a typical logistics environment will only
give them a life of three or four months.
This can create problems:

• Poor connections that will interfere with
audio output and recognition, thus 
negating some of the benefits and 
probably alienating the workforce.

• Connector failure will increase repair 
costs as these type of connectors will 
break off in the unit thus rendering it 
unusable.

• Potential safety issues in that the user 
could suffer injury as a result of the 
cable/connecting cable snagging and 
not having any ‘quick’ release or ‘snap 
off’ type feature.

Battery Life
Handheld devices do not in general have
as long a battery life as the dedicated
device. This may pose problems in (a)
the number of batteries required and 
(b) the fact that they'll have to be
swapped more regularly.

Impact/Temperature/Moisture
and Durability
Most of the handheld devices being
offered with voice have been designed
for use in industrial environments;
therefore you would expect appropriate
durability ratings. However, we know that
not all handheld devices are as robust as
others, so this is a consideration. The big
issue (at the moment) is that none of the
handheld devices being offered with
voice are of freezer spec (unlike the
Talkman units) and therefore cannot be
used in the frozen food environment.

High Quality Headset/Noise
Cancelling Microphone
The key to accurate recognition, it is
important that a high quality headset and
microphone are used. It is tempting for
cost reasons to cut back in this area, 
but this is a false economy. In the typical
distribution environment, background
noise is a big issue and the ability to 
filter this out for consistent and accurate
recognition is essential. Good audio
output is also essential to ensure the
operative can hear instructions clearly.

Electronic Noise
As the majority of handhelds have not
been designed for voice, the interference
of the internal electronics with the audio
capability can be significant. This would
reduce both the audio output quality and
recognition rates.

Some of these issues are already being
addressed:

• Both the Vocollect certified handhelds 
(the Psion Workabout and the Symbol 
MC9000) have got the standard 
Talkman high quality audio connector 
built in.

• The Psion unit has the same audio 
electronics as the Talkman (Psion and 
Vocollect worked together to put the 
Talkman audio module into the 
Workabout) and therefore gets round 
the electronic noise and audio issues 
suffered by other handhelds.

• Vocollect are also releasing a bluetooth
headset with its own onboard audio. 
This will again get round the 
audio/noise and connector issues above.

Interestingly, this last item may also get
round the RF Emission Safety and Body
Proximity issues, as the unit will no longer
need to be worn.

One of the benefits of the handheld with
voice is that in an environment where
both text entry and voice are required 
the units are multi-purpose and therefore
there is a potential saving on the capital
cost of the equipment. However, it must
be noted that none of the current
offerings allow both voice and text entry
simultaneously. You are either running 
a voice application or a screen based
one, but cannot ‘talk input’ into a text
entry field.


